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Explain Well

Dual code your explanations to reduce the likelihood of 

subject matter being misunderstood. Use the techniques to 

help learners see connections between the subject matter 

being taught and larger concepts.

how2s.app/s49388

Checking Understanding

Use as part of teacher-led instruction, cooperative learning, 

or individual learning. See also Checking Understanding to 

Inform Planning

how2s.app/s49384

Clear Direct Feedback

Use as part of teacher-led instruction (including 

questioning). Use as part of individual and group learning 

activities so that learners quickly address misconceptions. 

See also Checking Understanding and Checking 

Understanding to Inform Planning

how2s.app/s49394

Resilience, Confidence and Independence

A selection of techniques that require learners to take more 

responsibility for their learning, develop confidence and 

independent learning skills. See also Know How to Study 

Effectively

how2s.app/s49393

Embed and Use Knowledge Fluently

Help learners embed subject matter in long term memory 

and practice retrieving it for fluent use either on their own, 

with the teacher, or with peers.

how2s.app/s49385

Identify Misconceptions

Use to identify misconceptions of subject matter as part of 

teacher-led instruction, group or individual practice. See 

also Explain Clearly, Check for Understanding.

how2s.app/s49389

A Rigorous Approach to the Teaching  
of Reading

Use with groups or individuals, with any subject matter.

how2s.app/s49386

Use Assessment Well

Use assessment to help plan lessons, adapt lessons to 

measured gaps in knowledge and skills, and, if necessary, 

re-teach where problems persist.

how2s.app/s49731

Employability Skills

Use these techniques to help develop transferable 

employability skills necessary for the learners’ journey from 

the world of education into the workplace.

how2s.app/s49733

Remember in the Long Term

Deliberately practise retrieval and use techniques that limit 

the demands on cognitive load to help learners commit 

subject content to long term memory. See also Know How to 

Study Effectively

how2s.app/s49392

Integrate New Subject Matter into  
Larger Concepts

Help learners understand how the subject matter being 

taught is part of the larger concepts; how it relates to 

subject content previously taught (and known), and subject 

content that will follow.

how2s.app/s49390

Know How to Study Effectively

Teach learners how to study effectively and develop their 

independent learning skills as part of subject teaching. 

Consider building the stand-alone model mapping course 

into your learner induction programme.

how2s.app/s49391

Check Understanding to Inform Planning

Check for understanding as part of teacher led instruction, 

cooperative learning or individual learning. Some techniques 

can be adapted for use with student response systems 

to create data to inform planning. See also Check for 

Understanding.

how2s.app/s49387

Induction of New Teachers

Are you new to teaching or new to the organisation? To help 

you settle into your new role and workplace, take a look at 

these simple techniques with a view to embedding any that 

are missing from your existing repertoire. 

how2s.app/s49732
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